[Functional endoscopy : the physiological and pathophysiological basis of reflux disease, diagnosis and therapy].
ENT specialists and gastroenterologists are increasingly confronted with the question of how to recognize and evaluate extra-esophageal complications of reflux. Both specialities need to collaborate, since they are connected via the esophagus, and both need to know more about the speciality of their neighbor than was hitherto usual. This publication presents the observations and measurements of little-known physiological functions. This is followed by an attempt to define the border between healthy and diseased. Finally, the possible consequences of functional disorders are described. The leap from observation of function to the microcosm of biochemical links is discussed and supported using experimental work. This overview highlights the limitations of our current knowledge. The success of functional endoscopy in terms of therapeutic approaches is immense. The required therapy is finally based on a clear diagnostic concept; probatory therapy is a waste of money.